Complete repair kit – flexible replacement.

- For a complete engine overhaul including crankshaft.
- Rapidly available: ordered with one mouse click.
- Up to 40% price advantage compared to purchase of the individual parts.

At a glance

### Package contents

The Complete repair kit contains the following parts:
- Bolts, shaft seals, sealing rings and other small parts
- Crankshaft with bearing shells
- Cylinder head covers with gaskets and bolts
- Cylinder head gaskets
- Cylinder heads with valves and constant throttle
- Fuel filter
- Oil filter
- Oil pump
- Pistons with cylinder liners

### Vehicle and engine model series

- Actros with V6 and V8 engines with emission standard Euro II to Euro V
- Axor with in-line 6-cylinder engine with emission standard Euro IV and Euro V and EEV

Please check the detailed information about product contents in VeDoc/EPC, or contact your Mercedes-Benz Partner. The pictures and product contents are shown as examples.

Advantages

### Availability – rapidly back on the road

- **Reduction of downtimes thanks to rapid availability:** The Complete repair kit can be ordered with one mouse click. This avoids errors when ordering, and makes the laborious entry of individual item numbers unnecessary. The kit is delivered directly to the Mercedes-Benz Service Partner.
- **Less repair effort,** as e.g. the cylinder heads are already prefitted with valves.

### Cost advantage – replacement on a tight budget

- **Up to 40% cost saving** compared to purchasing the individual parts.
- **Cost saving** thanks to combined and coordinated sets of crankshafts and bearing shells.

### New parts or new part standards – fitness program for your engine

- **Outstanding functionality, longevity and smooth running** thanks to perfectly coordinated components such as e.g. pistons and cylinder liners.
- **Long operating life and less wear** thanks to hardened cylinder heads.
- **Enhanced vehicle performance** as the parts are designed for the severe stresses of heavy-duty operation.